2008 GLBTIQQ SYMPOSIUM LEARNING OUTCOMES

- Participants will be able to identify new/significant learning on GLBTIQQ topics.
- Participants will be able to connect personally, professionally and communally to the topics presented.
- Participants can offer suggestions for improvement.

Questions

What do you think was MOST important about this presentation?

How would you apply the information presented in this session to your personal, professional or community life?

Do you have any suggestions for the presenter or for the Symposium in general?

GLBT CENTER ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS

How has coming to GLBT Center programs impacted your college and personal experience at URI?

What are you learning from participating in GLBT Center programs and activities?
Do you have any suggestions to improve your experience and the role of the GLBT Center?

From your experience, can you predict the needs of future incoming students or others and can you make some suggestions to help the GLBT Center support them?